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CHAPTER I
INTRODIICTIOS
John Wesley's dootrine of Ohristian pepfeotion Is of
opueial interest to those who aoeept it as the oorreot in*
terpretation of Biblical perfection* By and large these
people have found an experience which corresponds rather
closely to Wesley's doctrine. But in correlating experience
with Wesley ' s interpretation of Christian perfection one
particular problem seems to be troubling an increasing nvm*
ber* Wesley taught that Christian perfection came as a re*
BvHt of a eosi^lete, instantaneo\ie deliverance from all in
ward sin and sinfulness. He called this deliverance entire
sanetif ioation� Can this entire sanotification be sub
stantiated by experience?
This problem is not new to Wesley's followers.
Literature of the ^esleyan period makes it abundantly clear
that it was one of the most perplexing problems with which
he attempted to deal* His conviction that freedom from sin
is obtainable was based primarily upon Scripture, and second
arily upon the experience of some who claimed such deliver
ance, and demonstrated a corresponding standard of life*
However, the experience of many others, equally sincere and
earnest, seemed to raise many questions.
This problem has been raised rather scornfully
2throughout the history of the modera holiness movement ,
(those followers of Wesley who profess this experience) by
observers who all too often have seen profession belied
by practice* A distressing fact is that so often those who
most ardently profess such deliverance from sin are most
blind to their own sins*
In this century the opening up of the field of psy
chology has added a further strain on Wesley 's doctrine*
Viewing religious eaEperience psychologically has revealed
a mase of cofo^lex factors rooted in the unconscious* In
this li^t sin is seen by modem theologians, such as Berth
and Br%mner� to be part of the woof and warp of hirnian per
sonality*
Today many of Daley's followers are confused at this
point of deliverance from all sin* Borne have accepted the
Keswick doctrine which substitutes "counteraction" for
cleansing from sin* Many more have accepted the Keswick
emphasis aadi say little or nothing about the removal of sin.
It seems that every thoughtful follower realizes a real pro-
bit^ In this area*
This st^y is based on the hypothesis that this which
has proven to be such a real problem in experience miiist re
sult from either a misinterpretation of Wesley's doctrine of
Christian perfection, or a confusion in the doctrine, or
both* The writer believes this hypothesis is in the true
spirit of the Wesleysn tradition; for Wesley believed that
if an adequate test of experience did not substantiate a
doctrine it could not be correct*
The purpose of the study is to locate the source of
this problem in Wesley's theology* The usefiilneas of this
study will be greatly limited by the lack of es^erience
which the writer brings to the task* Wesley's works and
life were practically unknown at the outset. Ho authori-
tativeness is claimed for this study beyond the docmenta-
tlon in the footnotes. It is hoped, however, that the pro
blem might be seen in a clearer llglit and at least a start
made toward a solution*
Several words have been used rather freqmntly in a
somewhat specialised sense* fhe term 'Cliristian perfection
always refers to Wesley's concept of moral perfection as an
ideal obtainable in this life. 'Biblical perfection' is
used for the standard of perfection the ^ible se^s to ex
pect of men in this life* 'Sanetification* will be used,
as Wesley usi^ it, for cleansing from sin* 'Entire sancti-
fication' will denote a total cleansing from sin. 'indwell
ing sin' is Wesley's term for the inner sinfulness of man*
It is this 'indwelling sin' vhicSa, in Wesley's theology, is
cleansed at entire sanotif ication.
fhiM study has been divided into three major parts*
The first is a survey of Wesley's theology in the attempt
%& locate the source of the problem under Investigation.
fhe second is a rather detailed investigation of Wesley's
concept of sin, with special reference to indwelling sin.
m any discussion of deliverance from sin the concept of sin
Involved is of utmost ii^rtanoe. The third part discusses
how Wesley faced the problem and his attempted solution of
it.
fteile there has been a great deal written about Wes
ley's doctrine of C?hrietian perfection most of the works do
not deal at any length with the problem of correlating en
tire sanetif ication with human experience. R. H. Flew's
fhe Idea of Perfection in Christ Ian Theology sees Wesley's
doctrine as a sort of culmination of the develojaaent of the
idea of perfection in the church. Others have seen the doc
trine in laie context of lesley's total theology, W. R, Can
non's The Theology of John Wesley makes justification the
center of Wesley's theology, and thus relegates Christian
perfection to the sidelines. Harald Llndstrom's Wesley and
Sanetificatioai . on the other hand, sees Wesley's theology
as revolving around both justification and sanetif ication,
with the emphasis on the latter. Christian perfection is
then given a major place. G, A, Turner deals largely with
Wesley's doctrine of Christian perfection in his work. The
More ExoellcaBt Way. He take s up the problem - Was Wesley
Scriptural? - and concludes that he was. Hon� of these
5studies, sxssllsnt as tlwsy are, enlarga upon the correlation
of entire sanetifioatl on with human experi�!ioe*
There is a groijp of writers, however, who have been
very quick to affirm that this aspect of Wesley's doctrine
is proven by experience* Unfortwiately these exponents of
the doctrine of entire sanetif ication are often someKfiiat
less than critical in their acceptance of it* '^eir views
have been marked generally by a lack of real insist Into the
dynamics of human nature* Often they have been guilty of 1}
oversimplification of the doctrine of Christian perfection by
putting all the esgp^hasis on entiXN� sanetif ication; @} gloss
ing over many of the real problems Involved in professing
complete deliverance from sin.
There are several works, however, ii^i(tx have con
fronted this problem in a manner both sympathetic to lesley
and yet realising the problems involved* One of these is
James Mudge's The Perfect Ifii^ ia Experience and Doctrine *
His main thesis is that cleansing from sin can go only as
far as one's knowledge of sin.^ Man is cleansed in a number
of crisis ea^^eriences , each preceded by additional light and
resulting in a deeper cleansing.^ The cleansing process,
however, is never completed.
-'�James Bludge, ^e Perfect Life in Experience and Doe-
trine. CCincinnatis Jennings and Gralham, 1911), pp. 155, 1^6.
^Loc. cit.
The outstanding reoent attempt to solve this problem
is !� E* gangster's fbe Path to Perfeetionf The prime dan
ger he sees in professing freedom from sin is ths resulting
pride ehioh he feels is almost inevitable. In one of its
many subtle foms*' His solution Is basleally one of re-
emphasis - to think of Christian perfeetion in terms of per-
feet love instead of freedom from sin�^ He does not deny
the possibility of �^m|iLete oleansing, but he does deny the
witness of the Spirit to sueh a work*^
These attempted solutions confront the problem honest
ly. Ttmlr answer is essentially to deny the eea^atlbility
of entire sanetifloat ion with human experience, while retain
ing the other elements of Christian perfection. But for Wes
ley entire sanetification was not m the periphery of Christ
ian perfeation, but was the very core. To deny entire sancti-
fication is to deny Wesley's doctrine of Christian perfection.
In this investigation primary sources have been care
fully studied and relied v^n for final authority* It can
easily be seen that there are almost as many intez^retations
^W* I. Sangster, The Path to Perfect ion. (Hew Iforks
Abingdoij-Cokesbury Press7T9lST7 P� l^V
^Ibid*. pp. 142-159.
�|bid., pp* 1S8-190.
0of Wetlfy a� authoritativo works oonoornlng him* Therefora
It was fait tho prlmapy sources must be tfc� final g\iide#
Wesley's X.etters and Journal were not closely studied be-
cause it was felt the nature of the problem made such an
expenditure of time unnecessary, le�ley's Sermons , hli
Plain Accoimt of' Christian Perfection, and his treatise on
The Pootriae of Original Sin. Aeeordin^ to the Script\a�e ,
Reason, and ixperience were closely examined # Besides these
primary sources a good number of authoritative secondary
sources were studied. Harald Llndstrom's Wesley and Sanoti-
f ication and 1. R. Cannon's The Theology ef John Wesley were
especially helpful in understanding Wesley's theology.
The i�|>et�uii for this investigation came fr^ personal
experience of the problem being studied, and from nxBserous
discussions with others facing the seme problem* The ctm-
vietion came soae time ago that the root of the problem was
in Wesley's concept of sin* A wide range of reading was
undertaken on the subject of sin, with special regard to its
psyehelogical aspects* Then secondary sources on Wesley were
consulted to determine the place of sin in his theolo^* Fi
nally Wesley's writings were studied with relation to his
concepts of sin and Christian perfection*
CHAPTER II
THB PROBLEM IK WESLEY'S THEOLOGY
The p\trpose of this ohepter is to looate in Wesley's
theology the oause of tension between his eoneept of entire
sanetifieation and human eJEperienoe, This is done by ex*
asilning the formation of his theology, as It is molded by
Anglioan Arminiansim, Ifiystieiai^, and the Reformation prin-
eiples of grace aM faith. In the resulting synthesie an
attaint will be made to locate a possible source of the pro*
blem.
The theology of John Wesley rests squarely upon the
Anglican Armlnianism which was part of his natiire church and
h<me environaient � Being ccmverts from the ranks of the Dis
senters his parents were all the more strongly attached to
the Anglican church*^ Add to this the fact that both Samuel
and Susannah Wealey were scholars of some note in the field
,f ^.0X06^2 and you ... that Jota W..1., ... ladootrln.t.d
from childhood u|> with the theologjr of his church,
^George Allen Turner, The More Excellent Way. (Winona
Lake, Ind.j Light and Life Press, 1@5S}, p, ISO*
%uaannah wrote an exposition of the Apostle's Creed,
Samuel wrote The Pious OoMiunicant Rightly Prepar 'd i or a
Discourse Conceiving ihe n'eesed Sacrament*
"
"feilliam RagiT-
daie Cannon, T^e Theology of John Wesley. '(Hew York? Abing-
don-Cokesbury Press, 1946), p. 44,
8W, R. O�nnon gives an exeellent staraary of the theology
of the Anglican Ohiiyoh on the eve of the eigihteenth century
In regard to Justification.^ Man is essentially sinfial. He
inherits original sin and he connits sin. Justification is
thought of in ptarely legal tems. It is the pronounoeaient
of acquittal of the guilty. The objective groiimds of this
Justification is the atonement of Christ. Man camot effect
his own Justification befcn*e God. Christ satisfied the
Justice of God by his death* This atonement is imlimited in
that God intends it for all men. But here man's treed^^u of
choice comes in * God has certain conditions which must be
met and man can choose either to meet them or not. Thus,
Justification is limited by man's free will.
What are the conditions God requires in man, or the
subjective grouMs of Justification? To answer this question
we m\�t see the dilemma which results trm. the purely legal
concept of Justification (that to Justify does not mean to
cleanse, only to acquit). Either God does not concern Him
self with man's purity, arbitrarily freeing him from punish**
ment araS leaving him to practice sin, or else God makes man's
moral merit the condition of his Justifying grace* The Angli-
oans reasonably chose the latter alternative. Cannon clearly
Ibid., pp* 50-43.
9states the rasult!
To be sure, the pronounoesjent of justi fleet ion, the
deoisioh as to man's fate. Is God's own aot; but the
means of Its aohlevement are within men's power, and the
deciding factor Is the moral quality of man's own deeds.
IShy Is man pardoned and freed from guilt? Because he
deserves to be pardoned. He has merited the sentence of
innocence
Justification is given on the basis of man's effort to a�-
chieve holiness.
In this theology of the Anglican Church we see sever
al of the fundamental elements of John Wesley's theology;
the sinfulness of man, including oorr\:^tion of his nature}
man's freedom of will | an unlimited atonement providing free
grace for all; the aphasia on holiness in man*
Concerning this last element a few further words are
in order* With Justification conditioned on holiness the
religious life in the Anglican CShurch was preoceti^ied with
becoming holy* The sacraments were a means to holiness j re
ligious duties were another means j discipline aM self-denial
were to this end* With most holiness was something outward j
here the sacraments and other external acts were the primary
exereisee of religion. But with some an inward pletistlc
concept of holiness predominated; here the emphasis was on
inward moral purity.
Ibid* , p. 38*
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Jobn Wesley's home was definitely of this latter
type^S It may he that Susannah Wesley's early training out-
side the established Ohtiroh orientated her in a pietistie
and inward outlook on religion 1*1 ich she carried with her
into the Anglican Church � At any rate it is very probable
that it was at home, probably froir. his mother, that Wesley
acquired the is^etus for what later became the passion of
his life, inward holiness or sanetifieation*
We see, then, that Anglican Arminianism formed the
lower strata of Wesley's theology. Its most significant con
tribution was. an ei^hasis on the need for sanetifieation.
fhe second major elezi�int in Wesley's thpology was contributed
by mysticism*
It is not hard to ^^erstand mysticism so appealed
to Wesley* As before mentioned, there was a certain pietls-
tic element In his hene i^ich conditioned him favorably in
that directiem. ^en, also, the moral laxity of external re
ligion which he discovered at Oxford undoubtedly made the
^Cannon quotes a letter which l^s* Wesley wrote to one
of her children, dated Jan. IS, 1710t
But, Sizkey, it is not learning l^ese things by heart
(i.e., priiyers, catechisms, creeds. Scripture passages} nor
your saying a few prayers morning and nigjat that will bring
you to heaven J you mvM% understand what you say, and you must
practice what yom know.
Ibid*, p. 47.
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Inner eameetness of myetloiam appealing.�
Thla ideology had the greatest influence on Wesley's
life froiH 1725, when he read Jereuiy Taylor's book. Rules and
Exercises of Holy Living and Dyin^. to 1738, when he ex
perienced his evangelical conversion. The three works which
most affected Wesley were Riaes and Exercises of Woly Living
and Djing, Thomas A. Kemp is' The Christian Pattern . and
William Law's Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life. Be
sides these three writers Wesley read fr<^ many others repre
senting the mystical tradition of the ^uroh - Clement of
Alexandria, Plotlnus, Augustine, Tatiler, the Cambridge Pla-
tonists, Molinos, Atoinette Bourlgnon, l^dsme Qv^on, Mar<^
oarius the Egyptian, Francois de Sales, Juan de Castanlsa,
Fenelon, a^d Pascal**^
l^sticism had several lasting effects on Wesley's
theology, first, it turned his whole conception of religion
inward. From Taylor he leaxtied the supreme importance of in
tention.� From A. Eenqpis he found the goal of life was to
live in imitation of Christ, not in deeds or words, but in
atti tildes and motives. This emphasis on inward religion was
to characterize Wesley throu^out his life, so much so that
^Ttaraer, o�. cit., p. 151.
^John Laland Peters, Christian Perfection and American
Methodism. (Sew yorkt Abingdon Press, 1^56), p. 20,
ejEtemallty la orgimlsed rsligliwi � tt pletistlo r#fom siovs-
A secH^nd elsm^mt of mystiolsst �Moh gr�Ati2.y influsnood
Wsslsy w&s its teXeolosi<�^ p�rsp#otiv�, Hsre tM ^sipbssis
mmm l�ss on mn's preft�iit relAtioiifil^ip to God, tbsti on Mb
finul siilfmtion* Evoryfchine ^� vl�w#d from th� p�rsp�otlvo
of etemity. I^'e obiof duty on o�rtb is to prsparo ft�r
otsmity* Lav ajqprassas this viaaF|K>iat:
If tliou ri^@d�ai^�t that the t^ola Haoo of Unkind are
a Haoe of fallen iplrlts, ttoat pass throu^ this torld
ae an Arroir passes tbroi^ the Air, thou wilt p�ro�lve,
that all lyings are equally great and equally little, and
that there la m Wiad^^or Happiness, hut in getting away
to the best Adirantage*^^
In order to meet God b� aooepted by iim man must be holy*
Tt.erefore the abief duty of man on e^tb is sanotifloat ion in
proparatiot) t&t eternity, lesley eacpresses thle perspeotive
in his oft use of the teJtt, ***ithowt holiness no man shall
see God** (Heb. lSil4). It is also �learly s^m In hia serwsn,
�^fcatan's IJevloea**:
God Smth Joined fri� the beginning, pardon, hoi .luess,
and heair^* And w&kf should mm put t^.em astadert God,
for Ghritt�s sake, \mth forgiven me. I?e is now renewli^
me is his Image. Shortly h� will make m� meat for hi��
self, and take me to stand before his faoe. X, nfeow he
bath Juatlfiad by Ms Spirit, being thoroughly eanetlfied
1^ his Spirit, aiiall qulokly ase^d to the 'Sew Jerusali^,
the �ity of the living Ood.�2.1
%>tim�r, cit., p. 1S�.
^�^Wt t^rtmtim^ 1726, L. w., ill, p. 82, elted
fiarald Lii^strc^t. jealey a^. aanotifiytion. (Stookholn.:
Bokforlags Aktiebolaget, Iftf 3, p. lis*
^%�al�y�s standard Sermons, vol. I, p. 3B5.
IS
The third and undoubtedly most important influenee of
a^etloism on Wesley �a$ its concept of perfection. Act
ually this was a combination of the first two* The per
fection of the mystics was a result of a synthesis of their
teleologioal perspective and their inner religion. This per
fection was the inner ideal required of man in order that he
may be ready to meet God*
Harald Lindstrom has an excellent analysis of this
concept of perfeotion*3>2 shows that it was considered in
three primary waysi purity of intention, the imitation of
Christ, aiMi love to God and our neighbor,^ These ways re
present both a negative and positive concept of perfection*
Segatively it is eonplete deliverance from sin. Positively
it is perfect love. Purity of intention represents the nega
tive sidej love toward t*od and o\ir neighbor the positive} and
imitation of Christ is a ecmibination of both.
Before we can really understand mystical perfection,
however, we must Imow the conswer to two quest ions t what is
its idea of sin? and what Is its idea of love? It is
not hard to discover that lack of love is very basic to the
mystiote concept of sin* But what is love? This is really
* Lladstroa, o�* cit*. pp. 126'�'196.
^^Ibid*, p* 129.
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pe3npl�xiag, for lovo la �o often thought of as purity of in
tention, or laok of inner ain, flams w� find owselves rea-
souilng in a oircle. The way out seems to be the eonoept of
the law� iBut vhat th�i is the law? It is often considered
as the demand for perfect love; but that takes us back into
a eircular reasoning process* The law is a demand for per
fect love; perfect love is lack of inner sin; inner sin is
lack of love, or lack of fulfilling the law.
The law, however, was also thought of as the bluest
idealwhich the Sew Tastament lifts up tea? the Christian life.
It is an ideal mdiich reaches above the level of even the
holiest saint �'^^ In this light sin for the mystic was lack
of conformity to the Hew Testament ideal , and love was the
fulfillment of this ideal � We conclude, then, that for the
mystic perfection meant conformity to the highest Hew Testa
ment ideal of Christian life. It was synonc�aous with perfect
love in that love fulfilled this ideal . It was synonomous
with entire sanetifieation in that sin was considered a lack
of confomity to this Ideal,
'��^"Thou art a man, and not Cod j thou art flesh, not an
Angel. How couldst thou continue always in the same state of
virtue, when an Angel in Heaven hath failed in this, as also
the first man in Paradise.^
Thomas A� K^is, ^ Imitation of Christ . (Sew Yorkt
Books, Inc., n. �.), p. lW7
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This oonespt of perfsetlon formed the permanent core
of Wesley's theology. In one place he says, "SShat is holi
ness? Is it not essentially love? The love of <^od and all
mankind? Love producing 'howels of mercies, humbleness of
mind, meekness, gentleness, long-suffering?"^^ Cannon states
it with a different emphasis s
Christian perfection, for Wesley, means, therefore,
only one thing, and that is purity of motives the love of
God, freed entirely from all corruption of nattiral de
sire and emancipated aoa^letely from any interest in
self or in anything apart from God, guides unhlMered
every thought and every action of a man's life.^�
When Wesley entered Oatford his primary concern was
with sanetifieation. His concept of sanetifieation was more
or less external, in terms of works and duties. His goal was
justification. When Wesley left Oxford his primary concern
was still with sanetifieation, but it was an inner sanetifi
eation. Tim final goal was not jfi�itification but glorifi
cation, contributed by the teleologleal strain in mysticism.
In the light of this his desire for sanetifieation had changed
to entire ssunetif ication, which had become equated with the
mystical ideal of perfection.
For the mystic this concept of perfection was actually
an tBiattainable ideal, Man's duty was to strive for per
fection with all his mi^t, but he mi#it never hope to fully
^*^ohn Wesley, The goctrlne of Original Sin, According
to Scriptwe. Reaaon, and ifexperience. tWew 'TorkT^, ^oule and
fT igason, 1^7 Jt F- 1ST�
iA* Oaanoa, ��? cit,. p, S41,
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reaoh it* Th� method of attainment naa thwjugh self-denial,
aseetio praetloes, and perfect obedience and devotion. For
thirteen long years lesley struggled toward his goal in the
manner which the mystics prescribed. But his goal instead
of drawing nearer looked more and more hopelessly unattain
able. Then he discovered what became the third major in
fluence on his theology - the two basic .Reformation concepts
of grace and faith.
The way Wesley ome in contact with these Refofmatlon
principles is most interesting. It seems that from 1725 on
his main purpose in life was the quest for perfection of
heart. When in 1735 the opportunity came to go to America
as a missionary, he welcomed it not so muc^ as an opportunity
for service, but as a more rigorous environment in which it
woi:ild be easier to a^ieve holiness .^"^ The implication is
strong and later borne out, that his aehiev^ents in holiness
up to that point were not satisfying. On board ship he came
in contact with a group of Moravians, who demonstrated just
the qualities which he lacked. They claimed these were re
ceived by faith and questioned him about his own faith. Wes
ley's stay in America amply proved the inadequacy of his own
^'''Turner comments on a passage from one of Wesley's
letters during this time (J, Wesley. Letters . I, 189-191):
Thus in the world this AngX'Twaii" '{BonK sov^nt a
place removed frcmi the ^'lust of the flesh, the lust of the
eye, and the pride of life" where he might be perfected in
holiness.
17
View, and $vmt as oartalsly he was more and more attraeted to
Koravianlsm* On arriving home trm Ameriea he plaoed himself
ttnder the Instruetlon of Peter Bohler, a Moravian teacher.
There he learned more fully of justification by faith. He
was counselled, �Preach faith till you have Itj and then,
because you have it, you will preach faith, ^3.8 shortly
thereafter, on Say 24th., 17S8, he went to a service at Al**
dersgate street. There as he heard the Preface to the Epis
tle to the Romans read Ms heart was "strangely warmed** and
his experience of faith and grace coaq?leted the change in
his theology.
The Reformation theology which so influenced lesley
was basically this: man is totally sinful, le is utterly in
capable of any good works �r of meriting Sod's grace. Bis
salvation is made possible only through Ood's grace. Man
receives this grace by faith but tola faith is a gift of God.
When Bian receives thle gift of saving faith he is justified
by God's grace. This justification is primarily an objective
change in man's relation to God. Little enfihasis is placed
on any subjective or inward change. Righteousness is imputed,
not imparted.
Wesley accepted this theology with two major modifi-
^%esl�y*s Journal, Eat., Mar. 4, 1738, cited in Can
non, 0�. cit.. p. 74.
X3
cations! 1) Ha pcasonod that if saving faith Is pwaly a gift
of God than salvation is dlsponsad arbitrarily and free will
is denied. So he held that though faith is a gift man must
cooperate by receiving it - thus free-will was admitted, a)
God*s grace through faith makes not only anobjeotlve change
in man's relation to God, but sanctifies man himself.
With these changes the Eeformation principles of grace
and faith were synthesiaed with Wesley's concept of sanetifi
eation, which was derived from both Anglican. Arminianism. and
mysticism, fhe result is a xmiquely Wesleyan theology, fhia
synthesis is well sumarised by George Croft Cell, '*For it is
the genius of the Wesleyan teaching neither to confoimd or
divorce but to discern Justification and sanetifieation in
their true nature and join them together, 'laying equal
stress on one and the other',�ld
This unique synthesis poses many problems for the
theologian. It raises many questions whi<^ are difficult for
those who defend it to answer. It is to one of these problems
we now focus our attention. The problem concerns the syi^thesls
of perfection with faitta and grace.
We have seen that the mystic concept of perfection
lAiich Wesley adopted was the highest ideal of Christian liv-
*
George Oroft Cell, The Hediacovery of Jchn Wesley,
(Sew York: Hdnry Holt and Company, i9^^ ) , p ."362^ .
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ing th� New Testament lifted up. It reijresented to the mys-
tle complete preparedness to meet God. It was the highest
ideal he oould formulate for this life. It was the goal of
life. He would have smiled at the suggestion that anyone
outside of Jesus Ohrist had ever fiilly attained to this
ideal.
To this mystic ideal of perfection Wesley brought
grace and faith as the means of attainment. He did not at
firat realise the significance of this synthesis - that if
grace were unlimited and free, and if faith dared to claim,
then the ct^lete ftjlfillment �f this ideal could be instan
taneous. Tbis synthesis of instantaneous obtainment with
the mystic ideal of perfection was Wesley's tmique doctrine
of C^iriatian perfecticm.
This doctrine of Christian perfection poses two diffi
culties which seem almost insurmountable s 1} If the whole
spiritual goal of a person's life is attained In an instant
whAt is there left to strive for? This doctrine would seem
to undercut the idea of spiritual growth until death, clearly
ta\:^t in the Bible .^^ If one has reached the highest ideal
the Kew Testament lifts up, what is there left to do in the
religious life but to strive to maintain the status <^uo? 2)
Phil. 2tl2*l5.
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Has anyona and oan anyon� attain such perfaot ion instan-
taneouaXyt la a\ioh a doctrine true to hiaaan experience? As
Petenspoints out concerning this doctrine, "For to be mortal
and yet be perfect was no simple matter.
Wesley must have realized these problems for he was
reluctant to acknowledge this doctrine, even thotigh it was a
logical implication of his theology, fhe following entry in
Jewnal during this period (1744) shows this.
Dee. 2, Sun. - I was with two persons who believe they
are saved from all sin. Be it so, or not, why should we
not rejoice la the work of Sod, so far as it is unques*
tionably wrought In them? For Instance, I ask John C,
"Do you pray always? Bo you rejoice in God every moment?
Do you in everything give thanks? In loss? In pain? In
sickness, weariness, disappointments? Do you feel the
love of God continually in your heart? Have you a witness,
in whatever you speak or do, that it is pleasing to God?"*
If he oan solamnly and deliberately answer in the affirm
ative, why do I not rejoice and praise God in his behalf?
Perluaps because I have an exceeding c^plex idea of sane
tifieation or a sanctified man. And so, for fear he
should not have attained all I include in the Idea, I can-
sot rejoice in what he has attained
If Wesley was to face these problems realistically it
aeems to me he had one of two choices! either to give up
Christian perfection as attainable by faith, or to in some
way divide his concept of perfection - one part to be expected
instantaneoiisly, the other to be attained with growth. I be-
Peters, og^. cit . . p. 57.
JJW, III, 134, cited by Peters, P* 2�t
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li�ir� In some sense at least Wesley �hose the latter alter
native.
But the next question is, how did he divide Christian
perfeotion? Did he lay down certain areas, experiences or
attitii^es to be expected immediately, and others more gradu
ally? By what principles could he make such a division?
It is at this crucial point that Wesley's eoneept of
sin comes into the picture. Man is a sinful being. He is
bom sinful. !Ha� triumph of grace in this life is to take
a man totally alnful and totally deliver him from sin. The
Bible indicates clearly the possibility of man's complete de
liverance from sia in this life. Deliverance from sin must
be an instantaneous work of grace. Intire sanetifieation
must be accomplished instantaneously.
^or the mystic, however, entire sanetifieation and
perfeotion were synonomous. This was because his basic
concept of sin was merely a negative definition of Ms con
cept of perfection. Did Wesley adopt the mystic's concept of
sin as well as their concept of perfection? jDf so entire en
tire sanetifieation and Christian perfection were synonomous
in Wesley's mind. This would leave th� difficulties Involved
in Christian perfection m)solved. We would then see a real
source in Wesley's theology for the tension between entire
sanetifieation and Christian experience. The task of the
next ohaptefs is to examine Wesley's concept of sin.
CHAPTER III
SIK m MSLIY'S COIfCEPT OP SAI.?ATIOB
We have noted the liapoi'tanee of Wesley's eonoept of
sin in understanding his doctrine of entire sanetifieation*
We have poatuXated the idea that tension between entire sane
tifieation and Christian eaqperience may lie in this concept
of sin* The task of this chapter la to view Wesley's concept
of sin within the framework of his doctrine of salvation*
By doing this we should see how Wesley's idea of sin relates
specifically to the doctrine of entire sanetifieation. The
following chapter on indwelling sin will rely on the baek-
gromd set forth in this chapter.
Wesley's doctrine of salvation begins in the Garden
of Eden, with Adam In a state of original perfection. This
Adamio perfection consisted of absence of physical frailty,
a high level of intelligence and knowledge, and an identical
reproduction of the moral image of God in man. This last
area was characterised by fullness and purity of love. Wes
ley gives a good summary of his concept of Adamio perfection
in the sermon "Juatif Ication by Faith" j
In the image of God was man made; holy as Ee that
created him is holy; merciful as the Author of all is
merciful; perfect as his Father in heaven is perfect. As
God is love, so man, dwelling in love, dwelt in God, and
God in him. God made him to be an 'image of His own
eternity,' an incorruptible picture of the tod of glory.
He was accordingly pure, as God is pure, from every spot
of sia. He knew not evil in any kind or degree, but was
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invardly and outwardly sinlaas and undefll�d. He �loved
the Lord his God with all his heart, and with all his
mind, and soul, and strength.'*
To this can he added that original perfeotion included phys
ical iBBftortality. It was a strong point with Wesley that
physical death was puaistoent for sin�^
Of this man, complete In God's image, full obedience
was required* This obedience was not to a #ode or an exter
nal law, but a law of love* tove being part of Mam's nature,
the law was both easy and natural to obey* However, in addi
tion to this inner law one specific command was given, 'Thou
Shalt not eat of the fruit of the tree that groweth in the
midst of the garden*' (ofiGen. 2jl6,17) The penalty for vio
lating this eoimaand was death.
kdsm broke this special coonmand of God's by eating of
the forbidden fruit* Wesley sees in th� account of this
transgression (Gen* 3:1*6) unbelief, irreverence, ingratitude,
pride and ambition, sensuality, and robbery,� besides the ob
vious sin of disobedience*
As a result of this sin all of creation was corrupted.
^John Wesley, Sgrmons on Several Occasions. (Hew fork:
Oarlton k Phillips, l^s4), voTT 1, p* 45*
^Ibid . , vol. 1, p. 46,
^John Wesley, The Doctrine of Original Sin, op. cit , ,
p, 310, 511.
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but man bore tba bz^t �f the penalty. Hli Intimate re
lation with @oa was severed} his ideal living �ondltions
were dlsoontinued; his dominion over the animal world was
in part at least dissolved; he became physically defective,
subject to pain, disability, and death; he became mentally
defective, greatly limited in understanding; and the moral
image of Ood in him was disfigured* Th� following statement
of Hervey concerning Adam's fall was indorsed by Wesley t
''His understanding, originally enlightened with wisdom,
was clouded with ignorance* His heart once warm with
heavs�ly love, became alienated from God his maker. His
passions and appetites , rational and regular before,
shook off the government of order and reason* tn a word,
the whole moral frame was unhinged, disjointed, broken**
Adam, however, was not only the natural head of the
hman race but also the federal head.^ Therefore the conse
quences of his sin fell xxpm the whole htmian race*
These consequences fall into two principal categories,
natural and moral. The latter is referred to as original
sin* The natural ccmsequences which all m^ inherit are
mortality, suffering, and mental aixd physical limitations*
The moral consequences, of original sin, are subdivided into
two fiflpther categories; original sin imputed and original sin
*Ibld*, p* 70.
^"That they are all born liable to the legal punish
ment of sin, proves him the federal as well as natural head
of mankind;*
Ibid . , p* 325.
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inherent. Weeley definee these, "The foiraaer ie the sin of
Adam, eo far reokoned ours, as to oonstitute us in sesae de
gree guilty; the latter, a want of original righteousness,
sad oorruption of nature."*^
The dootrine of imputed original sin, or original
guilt, is a logieal result of Wesley's theory of the federal
headship of Adam. If Adam was the representative of humanity,
his guilt was humanity's. Wesley gives a further reason for
holding to original guilt. Simply stated it is this. In
fants die. Death is the punisSaaent for sin. If dod punish
es the innoeent He is mjust. ^erefore infants, and thus
aU, are guilty of Adam's sin.*'^ But to make man totally
guilty at hirth would oonfliet with free-will in Wesley's
thinking, by making all doomed to eternal death without
ehoiee. So he makes original guilt only partial guilt:
"I. Gk>d imputes Adam's first sin to all mankind. I
do aot mean that the actual commisaion of it was ia^uted
to any beside himself; (it was impossible it should }�
�or is the guilt of it, or in regard to its attendant
eircmstances. It constitutes none of them equally guil
ty with him. Yet both that sin itself, and a degree of
guilt on account of it, are imputed to all posterity t&
Lindstrom rightly analyzes Wesley's concept in saying that
original guilt is collective guilt. It brings only partial
^Ibid., p. 316.
'^Ibid., pp. 171, 386.
�Ibld., p. 501.
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pimlahment * phytleal daath and ��rrwption of heart. Eter
nal death oan only be th� result of personal guilt incurred
b^ choice. Therefore original guilt does not bring eternal
death. Each individual damns himself by his own choices.�
Man then, as lesley pictures him so far, la bom with
a collective Imputed guilt. He is bom with a nature de
praved and corrupted, at enmity with God. He is totally sin
ful, absolutely unworthy, and capable of no good whatsoever*
But here Wesley departs from the Augustinian view of
eriginal sin by superimposing upon it the doctrine of God's
grace. This grace is made available to man through the
atonement of Christ* All men receive a certain measure of
grace through the aton^ent* This is known as prevenient
grace �
This prevenient grace modifies the doctrine of origi
nal sin in the following wayss 1) It removes original guilt
from man*2'0 This eonoept did not seem to be too clear in
Wesley's mindj for in another place he states that baptism
washes away original guilt .^-^ 2) It gives to man the capaci-
^Lindstrom, o�* �it., pp. S4^36.
^%inutes 1744, W,, VIII, p* 277: "That text, 'As by
one man's disobedience all men were made sinners, so by the
obedience of One, all were made righteous', we conceive means,
By the merits of Ohrist, all men are eleared from the guilt
of Adam'p actual sin*** cited in Lindstrom, 0�. �it*, p. SO,
footnote 2*
l^-wesley, A Treatise on Baptism, published 1758, W.,
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ty to aooopt God's grace, and thus exercise free-will
The synthesis, then, of original sin with prevenient
grace makes man axTcive in the world corrupt but not guilty j
but not so corrupt that he cannot choose good*
This eorrtqpt natxjre is manifest very early in life in
the wilful and selfish actions of children,^� As consent is
given to the suggestions of the corrupt nature sin is com
mitted. But this sin is not properly so called until the
age of accoimtability (or knowledge of rig^t and wrong) is
reached* Then l^e person deliberately chooses wrong in op
position to what he knows to be right* This is volitional
sin, and Its consequences are eternal death. It is to this
that Wesley refers in his famed definition of sin as "a vol-
imtary transgression of a known law."^*
This voluntary sin is divided into two types: inward
sins and outward sins, inward sins are the sins of attitudes,
appetites, and disposition. Wesley often lists them under
the categories �f Hempers, passions, and appetites.^^� They
^%esley, "Working Out Our Own Salvation," Sermons *
op* cit., vol* 2, p. 2S7.
^%esley. Original Sin, op. cit*, p* 57,
l^Wesley, "On Perfection," Sermons , op. cit.. vol, 2,
p, 172.
^^esley. Original Sin, pp. cit,, p. 147,
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include sueh sins as pride, anger, Belf-will, unbelief, envy,
hatred, eto. These sins are olosely allied to original sin
in Wesley ts thought* Th� dietinetion seems to be that when
the will assents to the eorrupt nature then it beoomes vol
untary inward sin.l^ Outward sins are those aetions whieh
result from these inner attitMes* Wesley, in general, has
little to say about outward sins*
% the time a man beeomes a �andldate for justifi
cation he has added to a corrupt nattsre voluntary sins, both
inward and outward. Ttiee� sins make him guilty before God
and worthy only of eternal damnation*
Wesley's concept of salvation usually contains three
distinct stages t justification, sanetifieation, and glorifi
cation, ^^Ktetimes prevenient grace is added to these steps*
On other occasions he speaks only of justification and sane
tifieation*
Pex^ps the best smraary of Wesley's views on justifi
cation and sanetifieation is in his sermon '*The Seripture
Way of Salvation." This was the product of his mature thoxight.
Here we see that the grounds of justification and sanetifi
eation are almost identical. The objective gro\md is the
^%esley, "Sin In Believers," Semons , op. cit., vol.
1, p* 115*
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grace of God made available through the atonement of Ohrlat.
The subjective ground is faith. We have already discussed
Wesley's concept of faith (p. IS). While faith is the only
real subjective ground of Justification and sanetifieation,
yet repentance is also necessary. Wesley ejEplains It Hhis
way:
"..�for repentance end Its fruits are only r^otely
necessary; necessary in order to faith; whereas faith is
the only condition, which is immediately and proximately
necessary to Justif ication. "^Lf
The repentance following Justification and preceding
entire sanetifieation is of a different type than that before
Juatification. Tbis repentance, Wesley says, "... implies no
guilt. It does not suppose any doubt of the favor of God...
It is properly a conviction, wroiight by the loly Ghost, of
the sin which still rwaains in our heart.
For Wealey Justification results in both pardon and
cleansing. The guilt of sin Is removed. Kan is forgiven and
adopted Into the family of ^od. But also a work of cleansing
18 begun in man himself. Wesley eji^resses it;
And at the same time that we are Justified, yea, in
that very moment, sanetifieation begins. In that Instant
we are born again, bom from above, bom of the Spirit:
there is a real as well as a relative chiMige , We are in
wardly renewed by the power ol^ Wod. We feel "the love of
God shed abroad In ota* heart, by the Holy Ghost which is
Wesley, "The Scripture Way of Salvation," Ibid., vol.
1 , p . 388 .
^^Ibid.. p. 389,
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given unte ua,** proSuolng love to all mankind, and more
eapeoially to the ehildren of God; expelling the love of
the world, ttae love of pleaeure, of eaise, of honour, of
money; together with pride, anger, aelf will, and every
other evil temper; in a word, �hanging the earthly, sen
sual, devilish mind, into ^the mind that was in Ohrist
Jesus. "3.9
This eleansing is the work of the Holy Spirit, who also gives
the Justified power for a possible life of victory over sin.
While oleaasing is begun at justifioatl on mudh inward sin
remains In the heart. This sin in believers is often ealled
indwelling sin.80 It is thotigbit of as the same corrupt na
ture. Inherited from Mam, with which we are bom. Though
God does not hold the believer guilty for this indwelling
sin, yet the believer realises its sinful nature and longs to
be free from its pollution.
]^tire sanetifieation is a second definite work of
grace. In this work God instantaneously cleanses the be
liever from indwelling sin. This cleansing introduces the
believer into a life of Christian perfection.
Prom this survey of Wesley's concept of salvation we
see that Wesley's doctrine of entire sanetifieation concerns
primarily one type of sin, indwelling sin. Here Wesley di
verges from the mystics, who did not make the clear distinct-
^^Ibid., p. 385.
^^Ibid . , "Spirit of Bondage and Moption," vol. 1, p.
74.
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Ion botwoen indwelling end volitional ein. Th� layatio view
ed sin as an integrated force with whieh he must continually
battle. Wesley made indwelling sin the special problem of
believers .
We see, also, that indwelling sin for Wesley was es
sentially the same as original sin. From birth to justifi
cation it was thought of as original sinj after justification
it was termed indwelling sin,
Th9 source of the problem we are investigating has
been trae�d from W�sl�y's theology as a whole, through his
concept of sin in general, and now to his concept of indwell
ing sin. Wesley's doctrine of sanetifieation will be largely
defined in terms of his concept of indwelling sin. We must
look to indwelling sin to find the source of tension between
Ohristian �j^erlence and entire sanetifieation. The task of
the next chapter is to examine Wesley's concept of indwelling
sin.
msMr�s ooscf.pt of isbweixihg sih
W� h&ve seen in the previous ohsipter that Wesley's
eoneept of indwelling sin determines his eonoept of entire
sanotif ieatlon. The purpose of this ehapter is to examine
this aonoept of indwelling sin. We will study first its re
lation to original sin. Then we will eompare it to Wesley's
idea of inward sin. We hope at the alose of the ohapter to
see more clearly Wesley's doctrine of s�tire sanetifieation,
I. OHIGIHAL Bm mD ISDWEULIHG SIH
Before going into Wesley's concept of original sin
we need to know something about his psychology, ^'or Wesley
man's inner self waa the soul. This soul is composed of
three faculties: mderstanding, the affections, or will, and
self*^etermination, or freedom.'^
Ikiders tending incltides all of man's rational powers.
He considers this quality basic to the others.�
"^Wesley, 8er�on� > v. 2, p. 403,4. Wesley implies in
several places another view of man's faculties ast understand
ing, will, and affections (Original gin, 0�^ 21$.** PP� l^^*
895, Sermons, v. 1^ p. 64,5l\ This view is contradictory to
the other and results in a different widerstandlng of Wesley's
psychology. We accept the other view because it la explicit
and se�Bis more prevalent in Wesley's writings.
Ibid., vol. 2, p. 69.
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Th� affeetlons, or will, represent man's �motional
powers. It is somewhat difficult to understand how Wesley
links the will with affeotions and divorces it from fraedom.
The key is in realizing that he sees the emotions, appetites,
and attitudes of man as a complex structure . The focus of
this emotional stz*uoture in any given situation, or over a
period of time, is called the will - thus self-will* When
this structure is thought of in relation to its component
parts it is called affections. Thus this one faculty can be
termed both will and affections. Thus also, it is distin*
gulshed from freedom, or self-determination* J^or the purpose
of clarity we will use the term �disposition' when referring
to this faculty. Wesley often used 'disposition' with much
the same content.
This disposition is �oi^osed of both passions and ap
petite^. Passions are emotions such as love, fear, hate,
sorrow, Joy, etc.^ The appetites are sensuous urges such as
hunger, thirst, the sexual urge, etc.* The disposition exists
in certain states. These states of disposition are called
tempers .
The third faculty is freedom or self-determination.
In this faculty resides the essence of selfhood. Dq it �re
^Wesley's Works VI, p. 202.
^Wesley, Sermons , vol. 1, p. 396.
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aeir-oozisoiousness and seXf-datamlnation* In the last ana
lysis this is the "I",
The following chart may be valuable for future re
ference :
sotil - man's inner self
disposition - faculty of will or affections
passions - emotions
affect iona - emotions
appetites - sensuous urges
tempers - states of disposition
passions plus appetites plus teii^ers - disposition
self��determinaticm - the essence of selfhood
With this baakground of Wesley's psychology we oan
now consider his definition of original sia. Man inherits
tron Adam bo^ physical death and spiritual death. This
spiritual death is transmitted throt;i�^ its cause, a corrupt
nature. For Ifesley this corri^tion extends to ell three fac
ulties of man's soul.
Man's understanding ie darkened! his reasoning power
is affected. This is not merely a limitation of man's know
ledge or reasoning ability, but there is a moral quality in
volved. Man is blind to his own spiritual need; he is blind
to spiritual values and to God�^ This condition is the same
as described in II Cor. 4:4, "In whom the god of this world
hath blinded the eyes of them that believe not, lest the light
of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is the image of God,
should shin� unto them."
Ibid., vol., p. 314,15.
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Man�B disposition is also corrupted � The tempers,
passions, and appetites which comprise this disposition are
equally corrupt. !Itie normal state of man's disposition, to
glorify God, la changed to idolatry of self From this
wrong state of disposition, or temper, stems other wrong tem
pers su^ as pride, self-will, and love of the world*
m his natural state every man bom into the world is
a rank idolater* , *le have set up oiar idols in own hearts j
and to these we bow down, and worship themt we worship
ourselves, when we pay that honour to ourselves, which is
due to God only* Therefore all pride is idolatry: it is
ascribing to ourselves what is due to God alone* *,But
pride is not the only sort of Idolatx^ which we are by
nature guilty of* 3atan has stamped his own image on our
heart in self will al80***^o far we bear the image of the
devil, and tread in his steps* But at the next step we
leave Satan behind i we run into an idolatry whereof he
is not guilty; I mean, love of the world
In these corrupt tempers arc corrupt passions t love of praise,
of power, of money,� hatred, envy, bitterness, jealousy, etc*
Along with all of these the appetites are perverted* jDust re
places the wholesome sex urge; gluttcmy, h\mger, and drunkenness,
thirst. All in all man is bom totally cornet in tempers,
passions, and appetites, which ccm^rise thm disposition.
The third faculty of man, his self-determination, is
�Ibid*, vol. 1, p* 396.
"^Ibid*, vol* 1, p. 395,6*
^Wesley, Original Sin, p. 151,
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alao aorr^pted. Tlala is oonsidapad primarily as an �nslava-
aant to the corrupt disposition.
While man is bom with his whole inner self oom:5>ted
only the eorruption of the disposition is speoifloally seen
as original sin. This is shown in Wesley's explanation that
"tempers, pasaions, and appetites .. .are the several members
�^ SKl*"^ Wesley limited original sin to these be-
oause he considered the disposition, or faculty of the will,
"..?the only spring of action in that inward principle I call
the soul. "3.0 disposition alone is the iimKediate source
of sin* A darkened understanding is merely a contributing
source.
Original sin can then be defined as a eorrupt dis
position C(�ipri8ed of corrupt passions, tempers, and appe*
titea. The unifying core of this corrupt disposition is seen
by Wes3ey to be Idolatry of self*
Wesley not only sees original sia as a corrupt dis
position but he sees it as the soiiroe of all actual sin* It
is not merely the original source, or the "prime mover," but
also the immediate source. All actual sin, both inward and
outward, are organically connected to original sin. Wesley
�Ibid . * p. 147,
^%esley. Sermons . vol. 2, p. 403.
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plotures original sin ae a root with other actual sins mere
ly sprouts from off this root.^^ Actual ains are merely vol-
^<^�yy expression of original sin,
Theoretically there is a distinction between actual
sin and original sin. The cerr^t disposition, or original
sin, submits an evil desire. The faculty of self-deter
mination approves this desire,, thus coE^itting an actual sin.
However, in the imregenerate the faculty of self-determine^
tlon has voluntarily identified itself with the corrupt dis
position, so original sin and actual sin form an organic
whole.
To cmsider this a little more particularly j how wide
do these parent-sins extend, from vhldb. all the rest de
rive their being^that the carnal mind which enmity
against God, pride of heart, selfwill, and love of the
world! Can we fix any bounds to them? Bo they not dif
fuse themselves throu^ all our thoughts, and mingle with
all our tempers? Are they not the leaven wbloh leavens,
more or less, the whole mass of oiir affections? May we
not, on a close and faithful exfl^ination of ouraelves,
perceive these roots of bitterness continually springing
i:^, infecting all our words, and tainting all our aetions ?3.8
tSan's cornet disposition, his co:miiq^t attitudes, imd his cor-
r\^t actions form a unified mass of oorri^qptlon* To re-ero-
phasise, original sin was both the souroe and seat of all
actual sin.
Man, then waa bom with a disposition which was both
cornet, and thus sinful, and also the source of all actual
Ibid., vol. 1, p. 66.
^^gfbid., vol. 1, p. S87.
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� In. When man yielded his self-determination to the do
minion of this evil disposition his entire being beoame
eorrtipt. To the degree that he yielded, to that degree he
beoame totally eorr^t*
^Stifieation takes plaioe by faith* Faith frcm man's
side is seen as a rebellion of self-detemination from the
dominion of the evil disposition, and a reaehing out to God.
0od la response Justifies the individual. This Ineludes re
generation.
For Wesley, to be regenerated meant to receive a new
dispesiticHi. He thus interpreted II CSor. 5 si?, "Therefore
if any man be in Ohrist, he is a new creature: old things are
passed away, all things are become new.** This new nattare is
exactly opposite to the evil disposition. It is composed
basioally of love for God. jlro\md this are pure appetites,
holy affecti(^s, and holy tempers.
When one receives this new disposition he feels as if
the old has completely vanished. This feeling is described
by Wesley in his sermon, *The Scripture Way of Salvation":
We feel "the love of God shed abroad in our heart, by
the Holy Ghost which is given unto us," producing love
to all mankind, and more especially to the children of
Gi^d| ejcpelllng the love of the world, the love of plea
sure, of ease, of honour, of money} together witia pride,
anger, self will, and every other etil temper; in a word,
changing the earthly, sensual, devilish mind, into "the
mind that was in Ol^ist Jesus. "125
Ibid t , vol. 1, p. 386.
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But he goes on to say, we soon discover the evil disposition
still remains in us, Then he proceeds to describe how we
realise its presence �3>*
Wesley never deals directly concerning th� effect of
justification on the evil disposition, but the following can
be inferred. When the regenerated man receives a new dis
position he identifies his self-determination with it, thus
this evil disposition beeomes an outlaw. Its power and do
minion are broken.3-5 it secretes itself into the uncon
scious, from whiai hiding plaee it continually tries to lure
self-determinatica} from the good disposition back to itself.
Thus the evil disposition, or original sin, rematos
in man. It is now referred to by Wesley as indwelling sin,
�r Inward sin. It is identified with Paxil's concept of the
�flesh lusting against the Spirit, "3.0 and the "carnal mind. "3-?
The evil disposition does not change its nature in re
generation. It is still perversion of appetites, and cor
ruption of affeotions and tetters. It is still both the
source and seat of actual sin. The only change is in its
dominion. Bow it is subservient to a good disposition. It
is rejected by self-determination. The change of original
sin to indwelling sin is not in nature but in dominion.
3.^ Ibid., p. 38S,6.
3.S|bld., vol. 1, p. Ill,
3-^ Ibid., vol. I, p. 385.
3''^ Ibid,, vol, 1, p, 887,
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Thus from original sin we find tlmt indwelling sin ie
a oorn^tion of appetites, passions, &n& tempers. It is the
source and seat of actual sin.
II, ISWARD Sm AlfD HDWILL� SXH
0. 4. Turner states correctly that for Wesley "...sin
has a threefold aspects sinful acts, sinful tempers and atti
tudes, and sins of ignorance .3-�
The first of these, sinful acts, is termed by Wesley
outward sin, or sins of ecmlssion.^^^ These include such
sins as lying, cheating, mtirder, drunkenness, robbery, out
bursts of anger, etc.
It is to these sins he believes the apostle John re
fers in I John 3i9, "Itiosoever is born of God doth not com
mit sin. "20 chailt is co-eactensive with this outward sin.
Eternal life and an tmforgiven sin in this area are mutually
exclusive ,
The second type of sin is einful tempers and attitudes,
which Wealey commonly called inward sins,^! He defined these
as "...any disposition contrary to the mind which was in
Ohrist, "^2 or "...ancaiia? dls conformity to th� law of love,"^�
or a wrong intention .24
ISTumer, ojL' P� ^^B,
l%esley. Sermons . vol. 1, p. 109.
go Ibid., vol. 1, p. 109.
21ibid,, vol. 1, p. 109.
g^Ibid., vol. 1, p. 109.
SSihid., vol. 1, p. 109.
^^Ibid . . vol, 1, p. 114.
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The following are a few examples of inward sins; taken
from his sermon "lepentanoe in Believers": pride, selfwill,
idolatry, love of the world, inordinate affection, desire of
the eye, pride of life, jealousies, evil surai sings, inalioe,
hatred, bitterness, envy, resentment, revenge, oovetousneas .
Besides these speeifio inward sins are several categories: a
bent to backsliding, sin cleaving to all words and actions,
any wrong intention, sins of ommission, inward defects (lack
of love, fear, and confidence toward God and man}.
These sinful attitudes and testers are seen as the
root sins, or parent sins. It is from these that outward
sins flow. Outward sins are the outward expression of in
ward sins.
Itee question of whether or not inward sin involves
guilt ia rather confusing In Wesley's theology. His primary
use of the term 'inward sin* was in connection with his doe-
trine of cairistian perfection. In this context inward sin
was identified with the "carnal mind" aiKi a oorrtgjt nature .^^
It was eqtiated with inbred sin,�� and was thus man's misfor
tune rather than his fault. In Wesley's psychology it was
identified with the evil faculty of disposition and divorced
^5|bid., vol. 1, p. 109, 10.
^^Ibid., vol. 1, p. 121.
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tvtm the faculty of self-detemiaatlon or choice. Since for
Wesley guilt dependa on �^oice, inward sin did not incur
guilt ,
However, Wesley recognised that many times man chose
to identify himself with sc^ae inward sin. He called this
**giving way to sin,**^'^ For exan^le , the inward sin of re
sentment would arise within us. If we immediately fou^t it
and asked deliverance from it no guilt would be incurred.
But if we nursed and harbored it then guilt would result.
le does not state whether such a harbored resentment would be
ealled inward sin or an act of sin.
fhe two broad types of sin we have thus far examined
are outwaril and inward sin. Generally Wesley identified
these reapectively with voluntary and involuntary sinj sin
incurring guilt and guiltless sin. We have observed, however,
that for Wesley inward sin may be voluntary, if it is chosen
and accepted.
A third type of sins, sins of Ignorance, is more or
less a contradictoz^ element in Wesley's theology. He defines
these as wrong Judgements or actions steming solely from lack
of knowledge, done with a pure intention .^^ teaches that
these "sins" are compatible with Christian perfection, that
^"^Ibid., vol. 1, p. 116.
^Swesley, Plain Account of Qaristlan perfection. {Bos
tons fhe cairistian witness Oo., n.c.) p. 41,
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tb�7 ar� a neaegaapy part of hiaaanity.^�
W� shotild expoot Waaley to labal thes� as mistakes,
rathar than sins, for s�v�ral reasons. First, th�y do not
fit into any of his d�finltlona of sin, either as a "volun
tary transgression of a knoim la�,**SO or as *'anomia: dls-
eonformity to the law of love.'*�^. fhen also they are �cm-
patlble with Ohristian perfection which �leanses from all
sin, Generally Wesley pr�f�r8 not to call them sin,^^ yet
he says they both need to be reputed of and forgiven .33
fhia would seem necessarily to make thm sin.
Wealey gives three reasons for holding that sins of
ignoranoe must be repented of and forgiven s 1) These sins
break the perfect law of Ood, and thus .cannot bear the
rigor of God�s justice. g^eause of this every Ohristian
needs the blood of the atonement and can pray, "Forgive us
our tresspasses."^^ 2) t%^ese sins do damage to others and
often cauae much harm.�� 3) These wrong jtjdgemeats often re-
^^Ibid.. p. 41*
^OFootaote 14.
Slpootnote 23,
^%e�ley. Plain Account , p, 43.
2^Ibid., p. 43,
34ibid,, p. 41.
^^Ibid., p. 43,
��Ibid., p. 71.
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�Hit In wrong attltud��,257 thus no one ever perfectly keeps
the law of love,58
i^sides these three types of sin there is one type of
sin with which lesley fails to deal - unconscious sin. %
this is meant the phenomenon that 3t is possible to know what
ocmprises a sin and yet sin without knowing it. This is es
pecially true of inwaxnl sins. For eacaE^jle , an individual may
know that pride is sin. He may easily recognise pride in
others and yet be unconscious of his own pride, Th� same may
extend to other sins such as selfishness, boasting, and even
such gross sins as deceit. We see here the peculiar ability
of the self to hide itself from Itself,
How this tjpe of phenomenon can result from two causes s
from a distorted or iamature personality, which xisually keeps
a persG�i from seeing himself realistically, or from spiritual
sltiggishness . We are not directly responsible for the first,
but we are for th� latter.
In the latter case w� have a unique and difficult pro-
'*...we cannot but mistake in many things. And these
mistakes will frequently occasion something wrong, both In our
temper, and words, and actions." ,|bid,, p. 71.
^�**The best of men need ^hi�ist as their Priest, their
Atonement, their Advocate with the Father; not only as the
continuance of their every blessing depends on His death and
intercession, but �h account of their coming short of the law
of love. For every man living does so,** Ibid., p, 72.
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lem. k person sins imoonsclously, or unknowingly, end yet is
pesponslble for the condition of not knowing, This type of
sin, which is hard to describe, is yet one of the most com
mon in Christian experience. It is the coranon eaqjjerlence of
even matwe Christians to discover in a place of prayer that
an attitude they have harbored has been thoroughly out of
character with love. Ihile they did not realise it before,
thus not sinning deliberately, yet it was because of their
spiritual apathy that they did not ismiedlately recognise it,
Wesley, being a keen student of human nature, must
have realised this type of sin. Yet we find no place for It
in his theology. It is not a deliberate choice of evil, or
a voluntary transgression. It is not scaaething which we can
not help, or involunteoeoy . neither is it a sin of ignorance,
for the sinner knows the law, Perhaps some* keener student of
Wesley will be able to place this type of sin In his theolo^*
We have considered the three aspects of sin in Wesley's
theology! outward sin, inward sin, and sins of ignorance i or
voluntary sin, involuntary sin, and sins of ignorance. We
have also examined one type of sin which Wesley does not seem
to include. It remains now to finish the task on which we set
out - to relate inward sin to indwelling sin.
For Wesley inward sin is defined^*� as ",,,any disposi
tion contrary to the mind which was in Christ," as ,,anomiat
See p, 28, footnotes 22, 25, 24,
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dladonforniity to tho law of lovo,** and any wrong intention.
This definition is exaotly the opposite of Wesley's eoneept
of Christian perfeotion as discussed in efeapter two, Wh�n
we realize that the primary usage of inward sin for Wesley
was to preach Christian perfection, we oan only conclude that
his concept of inward sin was a negative definition of his
concept of Ohristian perfection.
It is indisputable that Wesley indentified inward sin
with the sin remaining in believers, or indwelling sin, m
his sermon *0n Sin in Believers" he uses ''inward sin" more
frequently than any other term to identify sudti sin. Since
this is so,Wesley' a concept of indwelling sin must also be
a negative definition of his doctrine of Christian perfeotion,
III. SYKTHESIS
Wesley's concept of indwelling sin joined his concept
of original sin with inward sin. From original sin we see
that indwelling sin is the source and seat of actual sin.
We see that it is a oorruption �f man's faculty of disposition,
including eorrupt passions, appetites, and testers. W� see
it is secreted in the believer below the consciousness, con
stantly breaking through to seduce self-determination away
from the new disposition.
From inward sin we ee� that for Wesley the broad con
tent of this evil disposition in the believer ie a negative
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definition of Me eoneept of Ohrist ien perfection,
Entire sanetifieation for Wesley is a total cleansing
from Indwelling sin.
CHAPTER V
WESLM' PACES THE PROBLEM
In th� pr���dlng ohapter w� d�termln�fi Wftalay's oon-
d�pt of indwelling ain. Since entire sanetif ioation is the
COTiplete cleansing from indwelling sin we are now in a posi
tion to state Wesley's doctrine of entire sanetifieation* In
the firat part of the chapter this is done. Then follows a
statement of the problem incurred iitxen an attempt is made to
hanswnise this concept of entire sanetifieation with Chris
tian ea^erienoe* The major part of the chapter gives, first,
various indications that Wesley reoo^aized this problem, and
finally his att�^ted solution of It*
1* EST IRE SAHOTIFIOATIOH
We have defined indwelling sin as meaningt 1} the
source and seat of all actual sini 2) covrvipt passions, ap
petites, and tempers; 3) a negative definition of Christian
perfeotion* Defining entire sanetifieation as entire cleans
ing from indwelling sin we oan now examine th� concept.
Entire sanetifieation results in the r�aBOval of the
source and seat of sin. We have seen ?ch. 4) that for Wes
ley sin was a motion beginning with corrupt desire and ending
in disobedient action. It moved always from the Inward out*
Actual sin was the manifestation of inward corruption. Logi-
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cally once this source and seat of sin is removed man is no
longer stiaceptlble to sin.
jEntire sanetifieation removes all corrupt passions,
appetites, and attitudes, or the evil disposition in total.
The logical result of this is that th� entirely sanctified
individual should feel no wrong emotions, appetites, or atti
tudes. If he does it is an indication that the work is not
complete . A fia�ther implication is seen in the light of les-
l�y�s idea of th� two dispositions after r�g�n�ration {�h, 4).
If the good dlsposltlMS is wholly a new creation and thus .
Wholly good, then the personality defects of a person must
lie in his evil disposition, This would involve such wrong
emotions as nervousness, aptness to beoosne emotionally up
set, irritability, inaeeurity causing a selfish search for
status, ete. If the evil disposition is itiolly removed these
must also vanish,
Intire sanetif i cat icm is �leaaslng from Inward sin or
'Christian imperfection.' Thus it must imsaediately result in
Wesley's eoneept of Cisristian perfection, W� have seen In
chapter two ^at this concept is that of the total Biblical
moral ideal. Thus the entirely sanctified must not only be
�ompletely pure, but also completely mature, or developed In
his Ohristian life,
II, THE PROBLEM
The probl�Di is sii^ly this. Christian experience does
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not oorroXato with s�0h an ideal, Man ia always in the posi
tion where he may sin. Sven the holiest saints feel Inoli-
nations, emotions, and desirea at times whieh are not wholly
Ghriat-like, AM even the best of men fall short of th� Bib-
lieal moral ideal for a Christian, there is then a real ten
sion between Wesley's concept of entire sanetifieation and
Christian experi�nc� �
in. wEsuET's HECooirmow (w Tm momm
There are several indications that Wesley realized It
was no easy task to correlate entire sanetifieation with
Ohristian esi^erience. One �f these is Wesley's statements
that very few maintain an �jsperience of entire sanetifieation.
For him entire sanetifieation was far from a common
experience for believers. Thoii^ he taught that all should
seek it, and that all may obtain it, yet he felt that only a
very few aetually did. He states i
Su^ ia our hardness of hear tf such our slowness to
believe what both the prophets and apostles have spoke;
^at there are few, exeeeding few true witnesses of th�
great salvation.*
Several other selections from his writings show that this was
not merely a passing idea but one he held throughout his life.
From a eonferenee on Atigust 1, 1745 we readi
Wesley, Sermons . vol. 11, p. 175.
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"I� this ordln&glly given till a little before death?"
"It is not, to those who expect It no sooner. *
''But gay we eacpeot it sooner?"
**Why not? for, althou^ we grant, CI) that the gener
ality of believers, who w� have hitherto known, were not
ao sanctified till near death j (2) that few of those to
whoan St. Faul wrote his Epistles were so at that time|
nor, (S) he himself at the time of writing his foi^er E-
plstlesj yet all this does not prove, that we may not be
so to-day .''S
Two years later CJme 16, 1747), from another conference we
read ;
**Ie ^ere any exaa^le in Scripture, of persons who had
att^oed to t-Eiyt*
'^es, Sf� '^�hn, and all those of idiom he says, �Herein
is our love made perfect...**
"Can you show one example now? Where is he that is
thus perfect?*^
"...There are many reasons why there should be few, if
Bny indisputable exaixples �''S
In 17S9 w� find this among his "Thoughts on Ohristian Living:**
"^t if two perfect ChriBtiana had children, how could
tl�y 1b� IfSim'Wain. since iherT'was none in "Che payertis?"
ItTs a 'possiHe, but not a probable case, t doubt
whether it ever was or ever will be .4
This can only mean that Wesley considered Ohristian perfection
So rare that two cases in one family were unheard of* Later
on J^e S7, 1767, in �'Brief Thoughts on Christian Ferfeetion,*
he wrote;
As to the manner* I believe this perfection is always
wrou^t In the so\il by a simple act of faith} consequently
%e8ley. Plain Account , p. 32.
^Ibid., p. 36*
*Ibid., p. 48.
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in an Inatant*,*
Aa to the time* I believe this instant generally ie
the instant of death, the moment before the soul leaves
the body. But I believe It may be ten, twenty, or forty
years before^****
These refereaees show that for Wesley, Ohristian perfection
was so hi^ a standard that very few fully attained it.
We see further that many who profess such an attain
ment are mistaken.
"I allow. That there are false witnesses, who either
deceive their souls, and speak of things they know notj
or "speak lies in hypocrisy,.." It is nothing strange,
that men of warm Imaginations should deceive themselves
in this matter,, .But,, .though many imagine they are sanc
tified, ttud are not, yet there are some that are really
sanetifled.f
This Ixrings into question the grounds upon which one
may know he has attained Ohristian perfection* Wesley states
that merely to "feel all love and no sin" is not enou#i but
there must be a elearout witness of the %>irit to a cimiqpleted
work, 7 However, it is quite possible for s<HBe with less dis-
cerxmient to be deceived in sudh a witness. The only final
evldenoe is a life totally unblameabl� - the "outward walk."
Wesley was asked concerning a grot^ in LoMon who professed
to have this eaperienoe. H� observes that they are lacking
in some of the fruits of the Spirit and Itien concludes s
"So far all is plain. I believe you have faith, and
�Jamss H. potts, Living Thoughts of John Wesley. {!^ew
yorkt Hunt ds Eaton, ISSl), p. Sb5.
%esl�y. Sermons , vol. 11, p. 173.
%e�ley. Plain Account . p. 51,
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love, and Joy, and paaee. Yat you who are partioularly
oonoerned know eaeh for youraelf , that you are wanting
In respeots ahove mentioned..."
"You have not what I oall perfeotionj if others oall
it so, they may. However, hold fast what you have, and
earnestly pray for more,�
But not only are many deceived but many who actually
attained quickly lose it:
they fall fry It?^*I am well assured tEiy oan; matter of fact puts this
beyond dispute, Fomerly we thought, one saved from sin
could not fall; now we know the contrary."�
We see, then, that Wesley felt there were very few
who acttially continued for any length of time in the exper
ience of entire sanetifieation. He certainly recognised a
real difficulty in harmonizing human existence and entire
sanetificat ion ,
Another factor which indicated Wesley's recognition of
the problem is his own lack of a public testimony to the ex
perience. Several writers have made much of this, indicating
it showed he never claimed the experience f�a� himself .iO A
Qlbid., p. 83,
�Jbid,, p, 84*
3.0ii|ioj. oajj dispute th� fact that there is an In
creasing nmber of writers who deny that Wesley even professed
to have experienced the Christian Perfection of which he
preached to and re<|uired �^ others, The first such author of
which this writer is aware is L, fyerman. The Life a�d Times
0f John Wesley . This work appeared eighty years after ifosley's
feaiST* BiisSiop Bdwin O. Mouzon, Dr. S* Simon, McConnell,
Dr* W, E* Sangster, and Bishop John M. Moore, with one voice
agree that Wesley never professed to have personally exper
ienced Ohristian Perfection. Boy S. Nicholson, The Asbury
Seminarian, 1�S2, p. 67.
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oarefial study of W�sl�y*s writings, however, will convince
any unbiased student that IStesley professed the experience he
preached, to preach for so long something which he had not
experienced is out of harmony with the whole character of
Wesley. Both Wesley's own writings and those of his con
temporaries take it for granted that Wesley claimed the ex
perience � So writers contemporary with Wesley even raised
the question.^-l
There is some significance, however, in the fact that
Wesley who advised others to testify publicly of their ex
perience never did so himself. The answer Is probably that
though Wealey definitely professed entire sanotif ioation, yet
he had difficulty in harmonizing scrae of its expectancies
with hia particular failings. Ee was probably keenly alert
to his own shortcomings and perhaps felt that the grace of
God ooiHd do more for someone else than he realized in his
own experience.
Bo we see that both by limiting the number of entirely
sanctified to a small minority and by hesitating to publicly
testify of his own experience Wesley shows recognition of the
disparity between entire sanetifieation autid Christian exper
ience �
rr. WESLEY'S ATTBMPTED SOLtJTIONS
^^Ibid.. p. 67.
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Sinee Wesley did hold entire sanetifieation to be a
possible experience in this life he must have attempted some
solutions for the problems involved. W� will deal with
these solutions in the three areas into whieh w� divided en
tire sanetifi oat ions eleansing from the so\jroe and seat of
slnj eleansing from all wrong �motions, appetites, and atti
tudes; ol�an8ing from �Ohristian imperfeetion, ? or inward
sin.
Thou^ Wesley believed that the so\iroe and seat of sin
is removed at entire sanotifioation yet he realised that the
entirely sanotif led eould still sin. He was more or less
forced into this position. He at first accepted the logic
of his doctrine and held that once entirely sanctified a
person could aot fall .12 so many who once professed and
seemed to live this experience fell that he either had to
realize it was possible to fall, or deny that these people
ever possessed the blessing. Re chose the fomer. Forced
to admit that a person entirely sanctified �ould fall he
had to explain this disturbing fact. His �j^lanation was
that the souroe of sin oan come from without as well as from
within, fhis explanation has the double weakness of denying
his former concept of indwelling sin as being the source and
seat of all actual sin {�h.4), and ^ing against both Scrip-
Wesley, Plain Account, p. 84.
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and psychology which state that all sin starts with de
sire ,13
Wesley's solution in the second area is equally in
distinct. Most of the time he states that if wrong eiaotlons
or attitudes arise within it is a sign that indwelling sin
remains. Bowever, he concedes that in some oases it is al
most ia^osslhle to distinguish between indwelling sin and
taraptatlon to sln.l* The difference is this - in the former
case there is the desire to obey th� impulse or emotion. On
the other hand, when it is merely tesg^tation the whole soul
abhors it and instantly casts it out,
This neglects one clear psychological fact. Tempta
tion must unite with desire before becoming truly a tei^ta-
tion. Thus in every tesaptation there is a wrong desire as
well aa a rl#it one. Every real tweaptation involves mixed
motivation. Thus it beoomes all the more difficult to dia-
tinguiah between temptation to pride and pride, temptation
to envy and envy, temptation to irritability and irritability,
etc *
Wesley nowhere recognises th� modem psychological con
cepts of personality defects and emotional immaturity. He
would liaep thes� together under the heading "inward sin,"
Thus the entirely sanctified person must be emotionally ma-
1^James lt4,
l^Wesley, Plain Account . p. 74.
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tur� and have a wall -Int�grated p�reoiiallty .
Th� third ar�a, Ohrlstlain parfeotlon, actually in
cludes within its acope the �ther tw�. It la th� bread con
cept of the total life of the entirely sanctified. Under
this head we will inolude lesley*s attempted solution to the
general problem of correlating entire sanetifieation with
Christian ej^erience, as distinct from the specific problems
dealt with above* H� proposes to solve the general problem
in several ways*
In th� first place Wesley, especially in later years,
modified his standard of Ohristian perfection s(Mewhat* He
conceded several types of iasperfectlon to be consistent with
it* In the preface to his second vol\me of hymns is found
what he calls *the strongest account we ever gave of Christ
ian perfection *'*1^ Here is probably his most idealistic
view of Ohristian perfection, written in 1741 whm the doc
trine was still in the process of formation. We find in
this preface several characteristics which he later rejected.
I) HothlBg but Sod* a will is desired. There is no desire for
supplying of needs, easing of pain, or even of life itself.
2) There will be no evil thoughts, or even wandering thoughts.
3) The loly Spirit will guide In every situation so no mis
take or error in Judgement is possible. 4) One is not trou-
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bl�d by ttuptatloiiB of a�y kind, though "ni�b�rl�ss tempta
tions fly about. "1� In Ineliiding this 1741 preface In his
Plain Account Wesley adds notations beneath to show these
are no longer his riews.
Besides these there vera other areas where Wesley in
clined toward a more flexible Interpretation in later years.
Me reco^iaed tlmt such personality characteristics as:
weakness or slowness of understanding, dullness or
confusedness of apprehension, incohereney of thought,
irregttlar quickness or heaviness of the imaginationl7
were not incompatible with Christian perfeotion. le saw that
"much grace does not imply much light... so there may be much
love where there ia little li^t.^1�
m^aley r�ao@aiaed that wrong judgements often led to
wrong evaluations of people and thus wrong attitudes towards
th�B.19 He retfogniaad that the best of men fall short of the
perfect law of love.^^ He admits that it is sometimes ex
tremely difficult to distinguish between teiagptation and cor
ruption of heart
Peteis gives an excellent picture of Christian perfect
ion as Wesley saw it in his later years.
l^Ibid., p. 20,ai.
I'^Wesley, Sermons, vol. 1, p. 357.
I%e8ley, Plain Accouht. p, 85 , 86.
IQibid,, p, 71.
SOibld,, p, 72,
21 Ibid,, p. 74,
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A� Wesley ec^qpletee hie picture, the perfect Christ
ian Is still rchustly human. His 3^<^g^�nt is affected
by limitations of his Scnowledge * and his actions and
affections, based on that judgement, are accordingly
faulty. He does, and should, possess iig^ulses which,
though refined, require the constant guidance of the Holy
Spirit lest they cross the well-ni|^ ix�listinguishable
line between right and wrong expression. He is not only
liable to error, he does err. For this reason Wealey was
convinced *that a truly sanctified person does involim-
tarily fall short in diverse instances of the rtile marked
out in the 15th chapter to the Corinthians, And that on
this account, they continually need their advocate with
the Father. And I never talked with on� person who denied
it.� L. J. W. - g72.��
In all this we see that Wesl^ modified his concept of
Ohristian perfeotion considerably. It helps to reduce the
tension between the dootrine of entire sanetifieation and
Chrlatian experience. Yet on the other hand, a close obser
vation will show that Wealey did not give as much ground as
at first might be thought. Most of the areas where he changes
are very minor. The standard of Ohristian perfection is still
extremely high.
A second att^pted solution in this area of Christian
perfection is tovsR6 in his change of the ooncept of faith
from Justifying faith to sanctifying faith. While in his ser
mon "Scripttire Way of Salvation** Wesley affirms that one must
have exactly th* same faith to be sanctified as to be Justi-
fetere, ��. pit., p. 38.
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fl�d,2S g^^g ^ acknowledge that repentance and
good works are also necessary to sanetifieation,
� ��both repentance, rl^tly landorstood, and the prac
tice of all good works, works of piety, as well as works
of laeroy, (now properly so called, since they spring
from faith), are, in sceme sense, necessary to sanetifi
eation,�*
He then eacplains that these <|re only remotely necessary,
"necessary in order to the continuance of his faith, as well
as the increase of it," while faith Is the immediate and di
rect condition of sanetif ication*^^
Here, thoti^ Wesley may not have realised it, is a
somestoat different concept of faith. In justification faith
is thou^t of as a gift freely offered, for which all man
smst do is to reach out to receive. In sanetifieation Wesley
comes close to reverting to the Anglioan concept of faith (p.
6,7), that it is a gift of Ood given on the condition of good
works .
For Wesley a mere act of the will to believe was not
enough to obtain entire sanetifieation, TMs is seen by the
*^*E3Eaotly as we are justified by faith, so are w�
sanctified by faith. Faith is the condition, and the only
ecMtsdition of sanotif ioation, �xaotly as it is of justifica
tion, W�sl�y, Sermons . vol. 1, p* S88,
^^Ibid,
^^Ibid,, vol, a, p, 390.
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following cons idorat ions t
!� Entire sanotifieatlon is usually the oulmination of a
long process of sanetifieation.
But is not this the case of all that are Justified?
at. or perhaps a little hefore> death/Ood perfects thea
In Love?
"*
helieve this is the case of most, but not all.*'26
Certain conditiona beside mere desire must be met be*
fore the gift of sanctifying faith is bestowed.
*gow are we to w^jt for this change
"Sot in eareless" indifference, or indolent inactivity j
but in vigorous, universal �bedience, in a sealous keep
ing of all the cciBmiandments, in watehftilness and palnful-
ness, in denying ourselves j, and taking vip our cross daily;
as wall as in �arnest prayor and fasting, and a �loss at-
t��^anQ� on all th� ordinancas of %d...lt is tru�, w�
rec�ive it by slmpl� faith; but Ood do�s not, will not,
give that faith, tmless we seek it with all diligence,
in the way ifei<fti he hath ordained.�'
**Ood hardly gives His Spirit even to those whom he has
established in grace, if they do not pray for It on all
occasions, not only once, but many times.
3. Ood has the sovereign right to sanctify whenever he
thinlQS the conditions have been met, even if but a short time
haa elapsed.
He Justifies or sanctifies both those who have done
or suffered ncithing, and who have not Imd time for a grad
ual growth either in light or grace. And �may He not do
what He will with His ownt...Ood may, with man*s good
leave, �eut short Els w�rk,� in whatever d�gr�e I� pl�as�8?
�^l�sl�y, Plain Aecojmt, p. 79.
27jbid., p. 52.
^Qjbid., p. 98.
^�Ib|�., p. 7�, 80.
^%�sl�y, Sermons, vol. 1, p. 383,
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All this adda up to the fact that Qod only gives the
gift of sanctifying faith when he feels the believer has met
the conditions. Thus Wesley holds a different concept of
sanctifying faith than jxistifying faith.
This is significant for our study. It shows that in
a real sense Oto^istian perfection is not attained Instan*
taneoualy, but is given only after a hl^ degree of Ohristian
aiaturity has been reached. This greatly lessens the tension
between the hi#L standard of Christian perfection and Chris-
tian experience �
But not only could Ohristian perfeotion not be received
until the oonditi^s were met, but it could very easily be
lost if the conditions were not m^iintained. Wesley said:
If, after having renotmced all, we do not watch in
cessantly, and beseech %d to accompany our vigilance
with Hia, we shall be again entangled and overc<mie.
As the iou�st dangerous winds may enter at little open
ings, so the devil never enters more dangerously than by
little unobserved Incidents, which seem to be nothing,
yet insensibly open the heart to great temptations.�l
In another plaee he states:
���we are every moment and every hour pleasing or dis
pleasing to Ood according to our works; according to th�
whole of our inward t�mpers and our outward behaviour .32
Wesley stresses that entire sanetifieation must be maintained
on a moment by moment basis. This relieves the dootrine of a
^'-'-Wesley, Plain Account, p. 100.
^%esley, Sugden Standard eermons , vol. 2, p. 468.
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good deal ot tension, tor one Is only entirely sanctified as
long as he lives Up to tim standard of Ohristian perfection.
One other eaqphasis might be mentioned, whldi does not so much
solve the problem, but helps relieve scaae of the strain on it.
There is a great deal of value In seeking and striving for
Ohristian perfection, independent of attaining it,
17�5 - As long as you are yotarself earnestly aspiring
after the full deliverance from sin, and a renewal In the
whole image of God, God will prosper you in your labor s^3
IQaenever the doctrine is preached a blessing will follow,
1782 � That point, entire salvation from inbred sin,
can hardly ever be insisted \;^on, either in preaching or
prayer, without a particular blessing,
178S - Indeed, His work will flourish in every place
where full salvation ia clearly and strongly preached ,34
He conclude that Wesley realised a distinct disparity
between th� ideal of entire sanotif ioation and the aotttallty
of human eaEp�ri�noe, iiis primary method of m��tlng this dis
parity was not to lower the standard of perfection, thougjh he
did do this somewhat, but to make entire sanetifieation
perienc� of Christian maturity; one which very few attain,
and which must be maintained on a mmentary basis �
^Potts, og^, oit,,. p, 316.
^"^Ibld., p, 316, 317,
CHAPTER VI
A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF Tllb: PROBLEM
AMD A PROPOSED SOLOTlOir
Ih the preeeding chapter we have studied Wesley ''s doc
trine of entire sanetifieation and shown the difficulty of
harmonising It with Christian experience. The objective in this
chapter is to critically analyze this problem and to attempt
a solution.
I. A CRITICAL AHALTBIS OF THE PROBLEM
The basic problem in Wesley *s doctrine of entire sane
tifieation is that he fails to distinguish between purity and
Christian maturity. He makes Christian perfection and entire
sanetifieation concommitant , Ohristian perfection is a stan
dard that demands Christian maturity. Tennant says of Itt
The <airistian Ideal of perfection In conduct and char
acter is unique. It is rather 'the good* than 'the right'.
This ideal contains emotional as well as volitional ele
ments; includes the 'ethically' beautiful as well as the
morally meritorious, or the admirable as well as the im
perative { involves excellence of inborn disposition as
well as of acquired character* its attainment presupposes
intellectual and even physical gifts. These qualities
are wholly or in part beyond the power of the will to
produceA
^1?, R, Tennant, The Ooncept of Sin, (Cambridge: at the
University Press, 1912), p, 47,
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By laakiiig Ohristian perfection the proof of entire saneti
fieation Wesley limits the eaqperience to a small gro\Qj of
"saints This resttlts in a peotaiarly frustrating situa
tion for any less mature Christians who are claiming to be en
tirely sanctified. They observe many things in their life
which come dismally short of Ohristian perfection. As a re
sult they have the choice of either Ignoring their faults or
disclaiming their eacperienoe .
To a large degree the result of these two choices spells
the history of the modera holiness movement. A great host
have realised their inability to live up to the standard of
Christian perfection, have become disillusioned, and given
up the profession of entire sanetifieation. On the opposite
extreme many others in vigorously proclaiming their deliver
ance from sin have done so at the expense of recognising
their failures In Christian perfeotion. Ihe holiness people
find themselves en the horns of a dilemma. To confess one's
failures in Christian perfeotion shakes the belief in entire
sanetifieation. To vigorously claim entire sanetifieation,
and thus Christian perfeotion, blinds oaefeeyes to his faults
and failures.
To approach the subject from another angle, the entire
ly sanctified person professes complete deliverance from in
dwelling sin yet he is often aware of inward realities which
are suapielously reminiscent of inward sin. He finds to his
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dismay that temptations are not always from without, hut of
ten fr<�i within, often these temptations are in th� form of
a strong desire and seem very muoh like the inward sin, sup
posed to be gone. Sangster well expresses this ideat
But who that wears this flesh will deny that when a
stab of jealousy ooiaee, or a mood of irritation, or a
flui^ of pride, or a oarnal thought, it is already in
*me" in t^e mment of my first awareness? Sin does not
always beset me from without and grant so much as a
fleeting minute to say "Yes'* or **iro*. It stabs in me. I,
for that moment, am vain. In th� first split second of
awareness, it is in possession. Repudiation ia eviction,
for it is already in.*
At times the entirely sanctified finds the perfect love �vip�
posed to be filling his heart to be superseded by emotions
less than perfect. Where do all these cme from If indwell
ing sin is gone? Moreover, he finds that in times of heart-
searching the Spirit reveals he has had attitudes both sel
fish and unlovely without then realising it. He soon begins
to feel that he must have been mistaken in his faith, and
that indwelling sin still remains.
In all this ther� is on� basic problem, no distinction
is made between purity and maturity. Itotire sanetifieation
has been confused with Ohristian maturity. Was Wesley correct
la making entire sanetifieation an experience whieh calls for
Gtorlstian maturity? Was he right in believing that sanetifi
eation was essentially a process and entire sanetifieation only
Sangster, 0�. cit,, p. 1S6.
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the final end of thia prooese? Are there only a very few who
really are entirely sanctified? Is the faith for entire sane
tifieation dependent upon other conditions beside complete
surrender?
The modem holiness movement has, on the liiole, given
a negative answer to thes� questions. IMlike Wesley they
have taught that all who fully surrender themselves and be
lieve are entirely sanctified. They have conditioned the
blessing on tvHl surrender, rather than full maturity.
Probably their primary reason for doing so is because
entire sanetifieation has been identified with the baptism
of the Holy Spirit. This has had several results. It has
8w\mg the em|d]^asis from perfection to power; it has empha
sised crisis rather than process; entire sanetifieation has
become a gift of the Spirit, dependent only on self-surrender
and faith, and available for all. Instead of a standard of
CJhristian perfection to which only a few attain. As a result
the modem holiness movement is made largely of holiness
professors rather than holiness seekers.
Consequently the entirely sanctified today �re con
sidered pure but not necessarily mature. They are not ex
pected to iasaedlately embody Biblical perfection.
The great difficulty, however, has oc^e in trying to
distinguish between purity and matvacity. This has proved a
trying task. There is little basis in the theology of Wesley
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for �u�h a <Jl�tln�tion. Laaving Wesley's concept of purity
as Christian perfection the modern holiness movement has
floundered in a sea of confusion. As a result each holiness
preacher has a different ooncept of exaotly what entire sane
tifieation is, and what it should do. Some set a high stan
dard of Christian perfection? others merely emphasize com
plete surrender. There is a general confusion as to where
purity ends and mat\arlty begins, as to what change entire
sanetifieation should effect.
fhe basic cause of this confusion Is a haay definition
of indwelling sin. Hot knowing from what one is cleansed how
can one know what has taken place? There has been an attempt
to distinguish between htmian nature and ''carnal natxire." Such
a distinction would then determine purity and maturity. But
even the terra "carnal nat\a�e** lends to the confusion, for how
can a person at one and the same time have both a "carnal
nature" and a hman natiire? A person has only one nattxre,
does it have both carnal and human aspects? The confusion Is
still greater because the concept of "carnal nature" is usually
identified with Wesley's concept of indwelling sin, when Wes
ley does not distinguish between "carnal nature" and human na
ture.
iShat the holiness movement has not realized is that In
distinguishing between purity and maturity they have broken
with Wesley. They can no longer us� his concept of indwelling
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8 la but must elthsz* modify it or form of thsir own.
The writer feels that the holiness grotjps are ri^t
in separating entire sanotif ication frosn Ohristian matur
ity. Tf entire sanetifieation is a gift of grace it must be
wholly dependent on surrender of the will and faith, rather
than any previous level of sanetifieation. Tho\jtfiands have
testified to a second blessing which transformed their lives
and yet does not leave them in a state of maturity commen
surate with Wesley�s concept of Ohristian perfection. The
writer feels that since the concept of entire sanetifieation
is dependent upon the concept of indwelling sin, Wesley's con
cept of indwelling sin must be faulty.
Wesley's major mistake in defining indwelling sin was
to make it too inclusive. Be defined it as a disposition or
a nature instead of a principle. The place of original sin
and indwelling sin in Wesley's theology demanded such a def
inition. His doctrine of �riginal sin painted a picture of
man totally sinful before Ood, and thus totally dependent
on grace. For this purpose men must be born, not merely with
an evil principle, but with a wholly cornet natiire- Then
Wesley conceived of indwelling sin as that i^loh when removed
would result in Ohristian perfeotion. So indwelling sin also
had to be an inclusive concept, a nature or disposition.
% equating original sin with the whole nature of the
sinner, Wesley makes it not only the original source, but also
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the liamediate aowee of all alti. Aotual sin is merely a mani
festation of this nature.
By malrlng original sin an evil nature all wrong �motions,
attitudes, and appetites are not only the result of original
ain but are actually inoludad in original sin. Furthe rmore �
original sin must inelud� all emotional and personality de
fects .
Then too, in thinking of indwelling sin as a disposi
tion Wesley sees all Inward sin as merely th� manifestation of
indwelling sin. ^dwelling sin includes all that fails to
measure up to Christian perfeotion, it can almost be defined
as moral imperfection.
As a result, a c^agDlete cleansing from Indwelling sin
must effect Christian perfection, and replace the old nature
by a new.
II. A PROPOSED SOtHflOl
It seems to the writer far more logical to consider in
dwelling sin as a principle rather than a dlspoaitlon. It is
more realisti� to believe a person is bom with an evil prin
ciple which has some effect on all his nature, than bom with
an evil nature. Psychology shows us that a person's disposi
tion or nature Is largely developed rather than innate. It Is
therefor� hlg^ily contradictory to consider Inborn sin to be a
gro\ip of emotions and attitudes, or a disposition.
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Original sin must b� an evil prinoiple in man. We see
its manifestations in the will - an inclination to evil; in
the emotions - love of the world, of praise, of self; in the
attittades � pride and lanbelief , But all these are but mani
festations of original sin, not to be confused with it, or
inclined in it. Original sin is a perversion of the self
iriiidh lies beneath these; it is basic to them.
To discover exactly what this evil prinoiple, what
this perversion , is, we must determine the essence of sin,
^r if original sin be sinful at all It must be sin in its
distilled essence.
An exhaustive study of sin to discover its essence Is
beyond the scope of this work. But there seems to be a gen
eral agreement among those viho llmve studied the subject
thoroughly, Julius Muller, who has perhaps done the most ex
haustive treatment of the subject, eoncludesi
The idol, therefore, which man in sin sets up in the
place of Ood can be none other than himself , He makes
self and aelf-eatisfaction the highest aim of life. To
self his efforts ultimately trend, however the modes and
directions of sin may vary. The innermost essence of
sin, the rtaing and penetrating principle in all its
forms, is self igimese,^
Heirfoold Hiebuhr defines ain as man's pride which makes him
replace Ood with self. He cites Augustine, Paschal, Luther,
^Julius Muller, The Christian Doctrine of Sin, (Edin
burgh: T, and T, Clark, "Tj56^} , p 134, vol'.
'
i .
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Thoiaaa Aoqulnaa, and Galvln to back tbis poaition.4 The A-
poatl� Paul givea wbat licbtdir calls "an admirable smmary of
of th� whole i^iblical dootrine of sin, "5 "they changed th�
glory of the incorruptible ^od into an Image made like unto
corruptible man."^ Here the essence of sin is self-glori
fication.
In all thes� we see on� common basic principle of sin,
self-deif ication* Barbour expresses it superbly:
The essence of sin is putting self above God; guiding
�\ir own lives by our own standards, directing the lives
of others according to our own notions of what is right
and wrong for them; and organising society to confom to
our own wishes} in no case seeking to establish the klng-
dcra of God or to bring �lu* lives into agreement with th�
standard of Christ."
Wasley in his Bermon on original sin recognizes that this is
the controlling principle of sin:
In his natural state every man bom into th� world ia
a rank idolater .We have set up our idols in our own
hearts; and to these we bow down, and worship them: we
worship ourselves, when w� pay honoiir to ourselves, which
is due to Qod only .8
But he does not limit his concept of original sin to this
principle.
W� conclude that self-de ification, and that alone, is
^Beihhold Hiebuhr, The Katur� and Destiny of Ian.
(Hew York: Charles Soribner�s Sons, lI3T), p. 185^7, v. 1.
^Ibid., p. 186.
%omaHa 1:23.
'''Clifford Barbour, Sin and the Sew Psyohology, (Mew
York: The Abingdon Press, t^OTT'pTTlTr''
�W�sley, Sermons . vol, 1, p. 395.
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original sin. It is not a disposition, but a prinoipla. It
is not a pervarsion of appotites, but of the salf.
W� now must determine the relation of original sin to
the depraved nature of the sinner. Original sin is possibly
the primary oause of a depraved nature � It wcrks in the na
ture causing all forms of depravity. There are, however,
(and this is extremely Important) other causes of depravity.
laai'ong environment is a very important factor. Environment
has a trwendous influence on a person's nature. V^ong en-
viroiment damages the Individual's will power, amotions, -
his total personality. Besides this, individual choice in
creases depravity. Choices form habits and habits form
character.
^us at the time of justification the sinner's de
praved nature la a resiat of original sin, environment and
individual choice. Wesley made the mistake of equating origi
nal sin with depravity.
m justification a person's nature is cleansed from
depravity but there still remains: 1) Original or indwelling
sin - the prinoiple of self-deification . It is now dominated
by the Holy Spirit. 2) All the psychological and personality
defects caused by wrong environment, 3) The conditioning of
the personality by bad habits and Voices. Of these only the
first is sinful, being sin in essence. The other two are the
resulta or scars of sin.
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In entire sanetifieation the sin principle, self-del-
float ion, is cleansed* Since the sin principle is self-dei
fication there is only one way it can he cleansed, that is an
utter abandonment of self - a death to self - complete self-
surrender. But this in itself cannot do the work, for no per
son can basically change himself, fhis only provides the
condition for Ood, by his grace, to cleanse the heart from
the sin principle.
But the other aspects of personality, personality de
fects caused by enTironment and choice are not dealt with in
entire sanetifieation, because they in thcmiselves are not sin
ful.
But thou^ the entirely sanctified person Is cleansed
from self-de if ication he may still have a personality warped
by environment and <^oice. He may be nervous and thus prone
to irritability. He may be insecxope and thus prone to either
self-pity or conceit. He may be insensitive to people's feel*
in|^. He may have fears and prejudices which fall short of
perfect love. He may be esaotlonally crippled so that he finds
it almost impossible to love at all, I believe all these are
consistent with entire sanetifieation,
While the entirely sanctified has no sin within, yet his
weaknesses may make him very prone to sin, While united to
serve God at the deepest level, personality weaknesses cause
constant conflict. In any given situation the deepest desire
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of the enttFely eenetlfiefi le to do Qod�� will, but a pel**
eonality weeJoaeee m�T fl*st e contrary desire like a shadow
upon the deeper desire* As a result one has mixed desires*
At the deepest level one wants to serve Ood, but on other
levels contrary desires pull stroo^y and must be disciplined.
Tf temptation is yielded to^ the basic principle of
self*-delf ieatiom revive�. If the sin is laisediatftly coa-
feased and forgiven, self-delfloat ion ia cleansed with it.
However, if sin is left to remain for any len^h of tiaie, self-
deIfication takes root again in the per8<�i�lity� %en a new
"death** experienee of entire sanetifieation must take plaee.
She result of this concept is to realli^e that entire
sanetifieation is not a final attainment of Christian per
fection, but just the beginning. The possibility for growth
is unlimited. There is constant necessity for vigilance and
dia#ipli&a*
In all this we see t!iat Clod has the perfect provision
fcHp sin but tto ea^erience on earth can immediately efface the
reeults or scars of wrong enviroi�itent and wrong eheioes.
Another result is that the dootrine of entire sancti-
fioation is dlitingulahed frcw CSsristian perfectly. Christ
ian perfect i�wa is the ideal - the goal of life, intire sane
tifieation is a minii^l necessity for every Ohristian if they
are to o<mtinue to grow in grace, to have a victorious life,
and to be an effective witness.
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The sanotlfied life is well expressed in the words of
J# Agar Beett
Prom the above we learn that, althou^ from one point
of view the new life is a maroh of trivmph following a
victory already gained for us by Ohrist, from another
point of view It is a continued conflict needing constant
watchfulness and strenuous effort .Kaoh aspect must be
kept ia view. The solution of the apparent contradiction
is that, although tha conflict continues, it is altogether
changed . The shout of battle has become a shout of vic
tory,�
J, Agar Beet, Holiness Symbolic and Real, (Hew Yorkj
Eaton and Sfalns, 1910}, p� 114,
CHAPTER TII
SUIOiARy ASD OOHOLCSIOH
The premise on vhioh this Btvu&j is based is that there
is a disparity between Wesley's dootrine of entire sanetifi
eation and Christian eaeperiimoe* This stu<^ has had th� two
fold purpose of showing this disparity and finding its source
in Wesley's theology*
We first serv�y�d th� formation of Wasley's th�ology,
�xaminlng its component elements, to discOYer why entire
sanetifieation does not harmonize with Christian experience.
We discovered that the mystic concept of perfection, which is
an extremely hi^ level of Christian matiirity, dominates Wes
ley's theology . then this concept was synthesiaed with the
Heformation prinoiple of faith the result made Christian per
fection the goal and faith the means. We began to surmise
that for Wesley sin was any lack of conformity to CSiristian
pei*feetion, and thus entire sanetifieation would equal Chris
tianperfaction. In that case we coiild readily see the dis
parity between entire sanetifieation and Christian experience.
We then examinad W�sl�y's concept of sin to see if our
sumise was correct. We studied it first within the context
of Wesley's concept of salvation. Her� w� found th� focus of
th� problem to be in indwelling sin, for it is indwelling
sin which, in Wesley's theology, is cleansed at entire sancti-
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fioation,
The next step waa an examination of Wealey *s concept
of indwelling sin. Our et\idy revealed it was really a com
bination of Me doctrines of original ein and inward sin.
We found he thought of Indwelling sin as a sinful disposition
in which was located, and out of which arose, any lack of
Christian perfection.
We concluded we had proven our surmise, Wesley's doc
trine of indwelling sin Is a corollary to hie concept of
Ohristian perfection, Entire sanetifieation was equated with
Christian perfection. It would certainly he difficult to
harmonise with Christian experience.
We then went on to show that Wesley realised this dis
parity and attezc^ted to solve it by making entire sanetifi
eation an experience calling for Christian maturity. He made
it the eulmination of a process of sanetifieation. He be
lieved that few attained it.
In the last chapter we stated why we considered �les-
ley's solution untenable. We decided that the cause of the
tension was In Wesley's concept of indwelling sin. The diffi
culty was that he thought of it as a disposition rather than
limiting it to a principle. We tried to show how this faulty
concept influenced his whole doctrine of entire sanotifioation.
Finally, we proposed a concept of indwelling sin as a
princij^le, rather than a disposition, explaining the doctrine
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Of �ntir� sanotif ieatlon iftaioh would then result. This oon
cept of entire sunctifioation differentiates between deliver
ance from indwelling sin and Ohristian perfection. It seems
to better harmonise with the facts of Ohristian experienoe.
There is a real need for more thought and exploration
in thle field* A basic problm which r<�aiains hazy is a
clear understanding of Wesley's psychology. Another problem
which plagues any work in tfels field la the problem of de
fining sin. There needs to be a study of the present day
pay^ology of entire sanetifieation; also entire sanetifi-
cati<m in the light of modem psychology.
It is hoped that this study will give impetus for a
further, clearer, and more thorough investigation into this
field.
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